Parallels RAS for Education
Software on demand, anywhere

"Within a single day, we were able to set up Parallels RAS and have a published application running in our environment. The performance of Parallels RAS is fantastic and provides our business college with the tools to meet any request from our faculty, staff, and students."

-YDayton Perrin – Server Administrator III, Rawls College of Business

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Our technology allows students and faculty to work on the go without losing their progress. There is no need to start over sessions or reconfigure printers and scanners. Secure access is assured using either smart cards or multifactor authentication (MFA) on mobile devices.

REDUCE HELP DESK TICKETS
Centralizing the IT infrastructure reduces complexity while cutting up to 70% of the number of trouble tickets, giving back time to IT staff to work on other projects.

STUDENT LABS
Each year, efforts to recreate deliverable labs to students can be expensive and time-consuming. Our solution allows you to centralize the lab infrastructure and stream it to students. Templates enable easy management and deployment.

LICENSE CONTROL WITH BYOD
Streaming applications and desktops minimizes deployment time, updates and license control for institutions that have a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policy.

REINFORCED SECURITY
By delivering server-based desktops and applications from a central location, IT can easily back up endpoints, deploy and maintain applications securely, and meet compliance regulations.